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Introduction: Several well known connections ex-

ist between Earth and planerary sciences [1-10]. Such 

interdisciplinary relations are aimed to exploit at the 

MTA CSFK (RCAES) in Hungary as a recently formed 

joint instiute. This abstract is to present those fields 

where the work has started (for specific details see 

cited references) and are prespectivitc using such syn-

ergy with the available facilites and background know-

ledge. The common issue of these topics is their analog 

aspect what covers wide range of activites (from re-

mote sensing, across field work to micro scale labora-

tory analysis). Tthe new issue is that fresh knowledge 

and experience from planetary science might improve 

and provide feedback to classical Earth sciences too.  

Main topics of analog research where planetar 

science related knowledge helps Earth sciences can be 

seen in the Table 1. Several example exist where mis-

sion related information supported our knowledge in 

geology (surface modification from ephemeral flow 

events, low temperature alteration processes, handling 

of small specimen with minimizing the contamination). 

Specific interactions: The development and im-

provement during the analog activities improve mission 

related technology. Hyperspectral band shape positions 

got more accurate by standard production for planetary 

missions, in the mineral scale infrared analysis im-

proved the understanding on how elemental substitu-

tion distorts crystalline structures in meteorite minerals, 

temperature, and compositional constrains of isotopic 

exchange also got improvement from laboratory analy-

sis to understand processes in meteorites and hydro-

thermal fluids on Mars. In these cases “reverse” spin-

off applications in modern geologic field and laborato-

ry activites can be seen. 

 
Figure 1. Ideal workflow that starts from geological field 

work, though laboratory and related technology develop-

ment supports Mars surface activity – the later improves 

Earth geological methods 
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Table 1. Connections between Earth based research methods (2
nd

) and planetary applications (3
rd

 column) 

topic research methods / examples (Earth based examle) planetary bodies / specific targets 

geo-

morphology 

morphometric analysis (shape, volume, slope angle, 

dimensions) / dust stratigraphy, mass movements 

all planetary surfaces, even small bodies (asteroids, comets, 

TNOs) / dust transport [11] 

remote sens-

ing 

DTM generation (satellite, airborn, drones), im-

provement in hypespectral data acquisitions 

(channel positions, noise filtering) 

planetary surface analysis (Mercury, Venus, Moon, Mars, Io, 

Europa, Ganyledes etc.) / fluvial and sedimentary features, 

current occurrence of microscopic liqud water [12] 

sediment 

transport 

loess analysis, deposit source region (heavy minerals), 

transport method (particle size, shape, imbrications) 

Mars dust transport, “dust-stone” characteristics, Venus: 

transported particles, size specific transport [13] 

laboratory 

work 

formation methods, identification of alteration 

conditions (element migration, OH content) 

Mars, Moon, Mercury, icy satellites, asteroids / dust aggrega-

tion, alterational products (including airless bodies) [14] 

sample col-

lection 

protocol developments, storing, representativity, 

contamination, working with very small samples 

Mars, Moon, asteroids, meteorites / curation, similarities-differneces 

in processes+conditions in analog vs. real samples [15] 

metasomat-

ism 

optical microscope, electron microprobe, IR and 

Raman spectroscopy / Fe-Mg ration in olivine  

meteorites, Mars / alterations in wet conditions, element mi-

gration, fluid circulation/diffusion in solid state [16] 
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